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Continuation of statement of Callum TuIley _   _  
I went down to where Yan was and spoke to him. I apologised for being a wimp about C & R (control and restraint). He then told me that when he was a Prison officer at IIMP Wandsworth, that as a group of prison officers they would cut people to make it look as though they were self-Harming. He took pleasure in telling me This story, as though it should impress me. I said something similar to "Can't get away with that here" to which Yen replied something similar to "Yes you can with the right Management". 
When speaking to;. p1527 during the course of my time at Brook House, I would refer to him as I - 131527 i which was his first name. For the purpose of the programme he was referred to as 

L.13.127

Cct:‘ me free range of all the wings within Brook House. At some point during this shift I walked into E

_, • On Monday 24°' April 2017 I was working my normal 13 hour shift as Sports officer whicji gave

Wing and went to Room 1 where I saws._._._._._ D1527 _, iying face down on his bed, motionless. In the room with him was DCO Kelvin Sanders who was sat on the desk between the 2 beds. I said to Kelvin "What's wrong with him, what's he doing" Kelvin said 131527 "keeps digging his fingers into his neck". I can't remember what else was said apart from Kalcifiiiiiiing he would "get through to him eventually." I did .not really take any notice of this remark and left the room. I cannot recall if I actually spoke to I D1527 but I know he was lying face down on his bed motionless. 

On Thursday 4" May 2017 1 was talking to a detainee named ! D687 : when I heard shouting coming from D Wing. I made my way towards the wing and entered. I could see a male who I knew as [ ._._._._._D1527_ _ :stood on the suicide netting which is suspended between the landings to prevent people jumping down and committing suicide. L_-_-!5:127 _ _ was threatening to jump off. I said to him "Don't be silly." Later I was stood next to DCO Clayton Fraser who was watching. I asked Clayton what was the best way to deal with someone like r_Eii527: Clayton.. Ignited saying "What Yen did". I took that to be a reference to what Yan did on the 25" April irt2521 [9:1527!room. Eventually he was talked off the netting by another detainee. I was also told by an officer that it was to do with him having an issue over some washing up. 
Later the same day I was on escort duty with DCO Aaron Stckgs end DCO Kelvin Sanders. Whilst we were all together Kelvin suggested that he slammed [ pi ?7_;head on the desk and bent his fingers 

j 
back. During this conversation I asked Aaron what was the best way to deal with someone like; p1527  Aaron replied saying, "Turn away and Hopefully he's swinging". I took this to mean that he wished fors. 131527_;o hang himself. 

On Monday 8°' May 2017 whilst on duty I walked into the office of C wing where a female DCO whose name I don't know and DCO Xelvin Sanders- were. I said "I was with your mate the other day" referring to [.915.27. j Kelvin then said "E went out of the room to make sure no one was watching. When he was banging his head on the table, on the bounce I went..." he then demonstrated banging 1- Eiiililiead on the table with his hand. At this point he paused and said he locked his hand or arm to stop him from doing it. He then demonstrated twisting L pi qi js fingers. Kelvin went on to say that "If you're self-harming, you're an attention seeking little prick" or similar. It was as though he was bragging about what he had done to him 
On Sunday 70 May 2017 during the late afternoon I was tasked to get kilted up into riot gear as part of a team because a detainee named!! -63226 ;was protesting on the suicide netting. I was there in case we were needed to intervene tnifire-life:We were standing in the stairwell out of view in case the Tactical National Response team did not arrive in time. Whilst we were waiting in the stairwell John Connolly who was the control and restraint supervisor told me to say to the detainee "Listen 
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